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1. Introduction
The generative method is a subject of theoretical and experimental research, and difficulties with its
implementation are connected with the lack of formal description of the synthesis of activities constituting the
manufacturing process. To overcome the difficulties while developing the huge technological knowledge base, a
semi- generative method is often used [3].
Computer-aided process planning systems may operate in several modes. The main modes of CAPP are as
follows[1]:
?? pattern generation mode - involves the generation of system resources, such as process patterns on which
the process planning is based. This mode comprises the archiving of individual processes, the generation of
group representatives, development of group processes, and the development of planning principles and rules
(the design of the knowledge basis).
?? process planning mode - involves the utilisation of system resources by planning real manufacturing
processes,
?? data base management mode - involves the generation and updating of data bases available in the system.
In semi-generative method the pattern is characterised by changeable process structure. It gives more
freedom to create the various manufacturing process for a given workpiece. The pattern of the process structure
is determined on the basis of technological knowledge and analysis of manufacturing processes for a given set of
workpiece belonging to defined class of workpiece.
On the basis pattern, after analysis assigning the workpiece to the one of the workpiece classes,
manufacturing process is generated.
2. Pattern generation mode
For a given set of similar (by processing characteristics) objects the structure of the process indicates some
kind of processing order owing to increasing accuracy of surfaces being machined and also to the shape and
mechanical properties of the workpiece. This order reveals in the phase-stage structure.
???
This structure defines the sequence of activities models. Hierarchical decision nets are defined by:
?? connection of activities models into a sequence of activities of higher level,
?? development of decision making rules for all levels of hierarchy.
The nature of the decision process in planning is represented by the knowledge model. The decision
problems are solved on several different levels and the number of level depends on the complexity of the
problem. Each I-th level of details can be described by nets [2]:
SI = [DI, TI, RI]

(1)

where:
DI - a set of planning decision determining the rules for selection of activity models for i-th level,
TI - a set of activities models or transition to the other planning decision for i-th level,
RI - relations defined on the set of planning decisions d I, d I2, d I3...? DI and activities t I1, t I2, t I3..? TI for
the i-th level,
I - = 1...N, N - number of levels
Each operation model t I1,t I2...? TI can be described using the net of the lower level.
The knowledge base has N level of details:

LEVEL I - comprises the manufacturing knowledge determining the rules for assigning the workpiece the
knowledge concerning the planning of the generalised structure of the machining process.
LEVEL II - N-1 comprises the manufacturing knowledge determining the rules of the planning of the
generalised structure of the process for a given object. For a given set of similar (by processing characteristics)
objects the structure of the process indicates some kind of order. Phases and stages are the basis for the
separation of the parts of the process structure, where the machining of the object surface subsets should be
executed with the determined accuracy.
LEVEL N - comprises the manufacturing knowledge determining the rules for the planning of the structure
of the manufacturing process for the range of a particular stage and phase of the process. The manufacturing
knowledge on such level allows to select an appropriate model of operation, suitable for the requirements
concerning the workpiece and taking into account the constraints of the manufacturing system capabilities.
The knowledge for I-th level contains:
?? relations between decision nodes and activities model,
?? set of decision trees for selection of the activities model,
The rules for the selection of the activities can be presented as a decision tree. The decision tree is a
graph-tree, the root of which is created by the selected attribute Q of the planning task, and the particular
branches represents the v alues of this attribute q. The graph nodes on the higher levels of the tree have assigned
further attributes occurring in the classification task, whereas the nodes on the lowest level describe the
corresponding activities. The actions can be described by means of the net of the lower level.
On the basis of the model presented above, two principal types of knowledge can be distinguished [2]:
?? control knowledge
?? classification knowledge.
The control knowledge determines the set of activities adequate to the current planning context, so it is used
to determine the possible sequence of activities. Thus the role of the control knowledge is supervisory - it
controls the rule-based knowledge database, applied to solve the classification task.
The control knowledge is represented by means of frames. Each net of the I-th-level is described by the
frame. The frame has three columns where the first one gives the start decision nodes, the second gives the
activities models and the third the end decision nodes. There are also pointers which connect frames together
The classification knowledge can be presented in the form of a decision tree. On the basis of the decision tree
d I1, dI2, dI3...? DI, a set of rules (IF...THEN) defining the principles for the selection of planning actions can be
determined.
In the THEN part of the rule values are assigned to parameters of the procedure related with the selected
activity models and the procedure is called.
The following planning actions are subsequently realised in the pattern generation mode:
?? the classification of the workpiece,
?? the division of workpieces into subset of workpieces types,
?? the generation of manufacturing process structures for the subset of similar workpiece,
?? the development of decision- making rules for process structure selection,
?? the development of decision- making rules for semi-finished product design,
?? the development of decision- making rules for machining process generation,
3. Process planning mode.
Taking the nature of the decision process into account, the problems solved in the decision process create a
multi-level decision system which can be divided into several planning subsystems. On the one hand, planning
because of its complexity is made in stages, from general solution concept to particular solutions by iterative
actions. On the other hand, some order can be established on each level of detail because of the characteristics of
the planning task.
In the process planning mode it is possible to select the appropriate variant of the machining process by
defining the structure of process components and by the parametrisation of these components
The following process planning activities are subsequently realised in this mode:
?? Selection of a generalised structure of the manufacturing process
?? Reversible planning of the semi-finished product and intermediate shapes of the product
?? Generating the machining process

3.1 Selection of a generalised structure of the manufacturing process
The generalised structure of the manufacturing process is selected based on the processing and geometrical
characteristics of the product (Fig.1). The product is evaluated taking into consideration the values of its
attributes, according to the sequence resulting from the structure of decision tree. Using such a reasoning the
activity (which means the selection and transition to manufacturing process planning on the basis of the chosen
structure) can be determined.
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Fig.1 Stage I- selection of a generalised structure of the manufacturing process.
3.2 Reversible planning of the semi-finished product and intermediate shapes of the product
The elements of the generalised structure, i.e. stages and phases, are the basis for determining the so called
intermediate states describing the shape and processing properties of the workpiece, which are to be achieved as
the result of an appropriate (i.e. consistent with assumed phase-stage structure, see description of the
Level II?N-1 manufacturing knowledge) execution of the machining process. On the basis of geometrical and
processing characteristics of the product and the manufacturing knowledge the intermediate shapes and the
semifinished product may be determined by using the reversible (from the product to the semi-finished product)
method.
This stage is realised in the following steps (Fig.2):
?? determination of the type of the semi-finished product,
?? planning of the intermediate shapes of the product.
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Fig.2 Stage II -reversible planning of the semi-finished product and intermediate shapes of the product
3.3 Generating the machining process
For each step determined in the previous planning planning objective the task can be formulated in the
following way: Choose the methods and means leading to an intermediate state for a given stage and phase.
For the planning objective the decision-making process will be realised in an iterative way. The process is
generated in the following steps:
?? identification of allowances,
?? selection of the range of machining,
?? selection of the workpiece fixture variant,
?? identification of the stand structure from the view of the product,
?? selection of machine tool,
?? definition of product location,

??
??
??
??
??

selection of set-up
identification of stand structure from the view of tools,
selection of variants of shape change,
selection of parameters for the machining variant,
selection of tool.
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After defining the model of shape change and the way, in which it is obtained, the transformation of the
workpiece shape and processing properties is carried out. The process will be repeated until the intermediate
shape, which corresponds to the realised goal, is obtained.
In this way the process plan in the form of tree Fig. 4 for the given product is generated.
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Fig.4. The hierarchical structures of the machining process plan.
4. Implementation aspects
The diagram of the computer aided process planning system operation presented above was implemented
using the internal programming language of EXSYS PROFESSIONAL v.4.0 shell expert system. The
mechanisms for running external programs (written for the WINDOWS environment) and for the data exchange
between the EXSYS and external programs were utilised. It has been verified by building the expert system for
process planning for rational parts manufactured in the CPTORl machining center.
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